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3. Parts-based model for regularisation
Infer regularity over all displacement probabilities with MST model 

Regularisation and symmetry constraint improve registration drastically 

Visual example of thin-plate spline fit
Reconstructed dense motion field with thin-plate spline 

Overlay demonstrates well-aligned lung structures 
Diffeomorphisms cannot be directly guaranteed std(Jac)=0.26 

Validation, Results and Comparison
Evaluation on public COPDgene dataset of dir-lab.com [3]  

Target registration error of 1.08mm over 3000 landmarks 

Outlook and Future Work
Surface keypoints for (multi-modal) whole-body registration 
Remove topology-changing correspondences → diffeomorphisms 
Initialise any continuous registration tool with correspondence field

Motivation and challenges for COPD registration
4th most common cause of death in US (caused mainly by smoking) 
Diagnosis with spirometry only global, but air trapping localised 
Ventilation of tissue quantifiable by registering exhale to inhale scan 

Strong noise in exhale scan due to ultra low-dose protocol 
Large volume differences (~100%) between inhale and exhale 
Locally varying contrast due to lung compression 

Overview of our registration approach 

1. Keypoint extraction using Förstner operator (interest points) 
2. Block-matching with discriminative self-similarity context [1] 
3. Parts-based model [2] for regularisation + symmetry constraint

1. Keypoint extraction
Restrict motion estimation to interesting points in image 
Förstner operator detects high local curvature (corners) 

Non-maximum suppression → well-distributed points within lungs 
Keypoints are only defined in fixed (inhale) scan, but dense search

2. Block-matching with self-similarity context
Convert representation of both scans to self-similarity descriptors  

Sensitive to edges/orientation and contrast invariant  
Distance of SSC-vectors can be calculated in Hamming space


Dense sampling of displacements and storing of all probabilities 
(block-matching retains only most probable vector)
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could also act as constraints in a continuous motion estimation scheme as introduced
by [7]. However, it may be difficult in many applications to find many corresponding
features that can be reliably detected directly in both images. Feature-based matching
has also been used in [8], where additionally the mutual saliency of interest points was
optimised. In [9], 3D volumes were represented by supervoxels and used together with a
graphical model to match corresponding feature regions across images. Block-matching
is an alternative solution to find correspondence fields for medical scans [10, 11]. It
has, however, two main disadvantages. First, no spatial regularity between matches of
neighbouring patches is enforced, so unrealistic deformations from these point matches
have to be compensated for. Second, usually only the best match is retained (with the
exception of e.g. [12] who use a small set of possible correspondences), and a following
smoothing step of the motion field usually ignores any probabilistic information from
the initial discrete search.

In this work, we present a novel framework that addresses these limitations using
the following three steps. First, we extract features from one image using an keypoint
operator. Second, a similarity measure is calculated over a densely quantised space of
displacements, which translate to potentially corresponding locations in the other im-
age (in contrast to previous work using only sparse samples [7, 9, 12]). Third, we exploit
contextual information by using a parts-based model in order to regularise the differ-
ences of neighbouring displacements vectors using a Markov Random Field (MRF).
Inference of regularisation for general MRFs is NP-hard, however, tree approximations
have been shown to produce accurate and fast solutions [13]. Parts-based models [14],
which employ interactions between different parts of an object to stabilise their local-
isation, have so far only been employed for landmark localisation in medical images
[15]. We evaluate our method in Sec. 3 on a very challenging dataset of inhale-exhale
scan pairs of COPD patients.

2 Method

We aim to find a dense correspondence field between a fixed volume F and a moving
volume M . Our method consists of three main steps, which are detailed below. First, a
set of distinctive keypoints k

F

2 K with spatial coordinates (k
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) are extracted
and a graph is built that uses edges eij 2 E to connect points with similar coordinates
and intensities. Second, a similarity metric is calculated for voxels within a small patch
around the keypoint k in the fixed volume and a corresponding patch displaced by a 3D
motion vector d = d

x

, d
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, d

z

. This is repeated for every displacement in the set L yield-
ing a 3D distribution of similarity energies. Third, spatial regularity is inferred over the
full displacement distributions of all keypoints together using belief propagation with a
squared penalty for deviations of displacements, which yields an exact solution in linear
time (c.f. [14]).

Keypoint Detection: Following previous work in lung registration [16], we employ
the Foerstner operator to find keypoints in the 3D intensity volumes. After smoothing
the volume with a Gaussian kernel G

�

the spatial gradients rF are calculated. A dis-
tinctiveness D(x) = 1/ trace
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Fig. 1: Example of keypoint graph extraction. Left: Response of Foerstner operator with log scale.
Keypoints found in the respective coronal plane of the CT volume (and 3 neighbouring slices
each) are marked with red crosses. Right: Minimum-spanning-tree, which connects keypoints.

voxel x, where a high response indicates good candidates. In order to obtain a good
dispersion of points over the whole volume of interest, we apply a grey-value dilation
over a 3D cubic region G

M

with side-length c

D

to the Foerstner response and obtain
D

⇤
= max

y2GM D(y). Only points with equal response in D and D

⇤ are added to K.

Similarity Evaluation over Search Space: The aim of image registration is to find
a correspondence (or displacement) field, which assigns a motion vector to every con-
trol point: u(k
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) d. The new location l = (l
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is chosen to maximise the similarity between images. We define the space of poten-
tial displacements for every keypoint k to be the densely sampled 3D set d 2 L =

{0,±q,±2q, . . . ,±l

max

q}3, where q is a very small quantisation step and l

max

q large
enough to cover all potential motion between both images. Note, that in contrast to
previous work on medical image registration [4] the motion is not decoupled into 1D
displacements, as this may lead to inferior matching. Since, medical volumes with large
motion are often also be degraded by local intensity variations and influenced by strong
noise, we use the self-similarity descriptors (SSC) proposed in [17] for matching.

The dissimilarity metric D, the L

1

norm between 64 bit binary descriptor repre-
sentations SSC

F

and SSC

M

at locations k and l, can be efficiently calculated in the
Hamming space: D(k, l) = 1/|P|

P
p2P ⌅{SSC

F

(k + p) � SSC

M

(l + p)}, where
� defines an exclusive OR and ⌅ a bit-count.
Parts-based Model for Inference of Regularisation: In traditional block-matching
approaches [10, 11] or hybrid approaches [7], the motion vector corresponding to the
minimum dissimilarity is selected and a heuristic or variational regularisation is then
applied to the correspondence field. It is, however, beneficial to evaluate the spatial
regularity of the correspondence field over the whole space of displacements as done
in MRF-based medical image registration [4, 5]. While the previous approaches use a
regular grid of equally spaced control points, we employ only a very sparse set of key-
points. Building a graph on this irregular set of points is not straightforward. While a
general k-nearest neighbour graph, would be possible, but it is not necessarily spanning.
Following parts-based models [14], we opt to use a minimum-spanning-tree (MST) to
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define the set of edges E in our model. MSTs have been used for inference in many
applications including stereo estimation [13] and 3D registration [5] on regular grids.

The regularised matching cost assigns a penalty R for every pair of keypoints, which
is connected in the graph by an edge e

ij

and have unequal displacements:
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This term encourages smoothly varying displacements in the estimated correspondence
field. The denominator accounts for different lengths of edges, which includes both their
spatial Euclidean distance and the absolute difference of their local intensity means.
Combining the regularisation penalty together with the self-similarity based dissimilar-
ity weighted by ↵ yields the total energy of a certain correspondence field u: E(u) =

↵

P
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).
Belief propagation can be used to obtain exact marginal distributions after two

passes of messages. Starting from the leaf nodes messages m are passed along the
edges of the tree and updated with the following computation for a node i and its parent
j [14]:
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where c are the children of i. The evaluation of Eq. 2 is particularly efficient (linear in
|L|), when using distance transforms. The inference scheme yields an array of marginal
energies M of size |L| for |K| nodes.

Laplacian regularisation: Alternatively, we explore the possibility to perform regu-
larisation on a fully-connected graph. Since even an approximate solution using belief-
propagation would be infeasible due to the large number of edges, [18] proposed to
extend the concept of the random walker optimisation to image registration. The graph
Laplacian is used to regularise the dissimilarity costs of the same displacement over all
nodes. However, no pair-wise penalty of the co-occurence of two displacement can be
considered, which may lead to a weaker regularisation. The weight of edges, which is
given by a negative exponential of the squared intensity and spatial distance between
two edges divided by a parameter �2

I

, has to be carefully selected.

Symmetry of Marginal Distribution: After globally optimising the regularised cost
function, there may still be spurious errors. To reduce their influence we make use on
the estimated marginal energies. An additional estimation of the marginal distribution is
performed in opposite direction (from moving to fixed volume) using the translated key-
points of the first optimisation as control points. Ideally the forward estimate was correct
and so the energies backwards displacement space should be symmetrical to the forward
ones and re-enforcing them. If the displacement from fixed to moving image pointed to
a close neighbour of the correct displacement and the motion in a small neighbourhood
is smooth the backward search can improve the match. Forward and backward marginal
energies are averaged as follows. Let Mf

k

by a vector of marginal energies of length |L|
using the forward search for a certain point k and M

b

kM
the marginals from the back-

ward search of the translated control point in the moving volume k

M

. The symmetric
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fast run-time of ~2 min. 
publicly available code: 

mpheinrich.de/software.html
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